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My My!!! You've become a traitor haven't you!!! - Photo of Brian D. Hill with North Carolina General Assembly Senator Philip
E. Berger,  photo taken by USWGO Assistant. Date taken around March 13, 2012 after the town council  meeting session
closed.

Author: Brian D. Hill

Note: We Are Change NC and USWGO is going confront Sen. Berger on July 9th 2012 and have his remarks on video as to
why he betrayed his 216+ constituents. 221 signatures are on the petition but 3-5 were found to not be constituents but are
still Americans against the NDAA.

A disturbing phone call came from Sara Riggins a Constituent Liaison of the President Pro Tempore’s office, NC Senator Phil E.
Berger. The phone call details that the senator will take absolutely no action on the Nullify-NDAA petition.

To make matters worse Sara even redirected me to my U.S. Congressmen when the majority of the U.S. Congress including the
Senate openly supported the Indefinite Detention provisions of the NDAA 2012 and 2013 even when a Federal Court in New York
has found the provisions to be Unconstitutional.

I still remember and am putting together the pieces of what all was said to me that just shattered any hope in my state government
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Let's all head to his office and the Mayodan Town Council meeting on July
9th 2012 and call him what he really is, a sellout and traitor!!!!! It's our 1st
Amendment right to call him a real traitor!!!

to take action similar to the Virginian Commonwealth.

Sara Riggins said to me “until  there is a companion bill in the
senate doing anything is premature,” that I should contact my
Congressmen and Senators on this issue (WHAT!!!!! They
were the ones that betrayed the American people by voting in
the NDAA), and even said how good having a federal
government is even though it also causes problems, and
pretty much threw our Bill  of Rights and NC Constitution
under the Bus. She even acknowledged to me that there were
calls and emails heading for his office over my petition
supporting it but despite all that it was in vein. I’m the only that
that knows this information as his office played dirty by
refusing to put out on public record about the senators
decision except by notifying me over the phone to which
cannot legally by recorded without consent by the other party.
This sets up a red flag that he is betraying us and still trying to
look good like he cares about the state when in reality he is
only in it for the money, power, or both. I asked Sara to put all
this in writing and she refused to send me a email about this.
This sets off a red flag right there.

All I was asking for was for Senator Phil Berger to support
Rep. Glen Bradley’s bill H.R. 982 in the states General
Assembly and he refused to even acknowledge public
support for it which shows what a total scumbag he is.

All emails sent to this news tip email get forwarded to the
appropriate editor, reporter, or the head reporter. 
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I even spoke with Rep. Bradley’s staff and one of them told me that they know how the General Assembly works and that most of
them are either in it for the money or for the seat there. She says that his bill will never reach the house floor because he is
considered too controversial because he cares about the peoples individual liberty, freedom, and the Constitution. She also stated
that the representatives won’t be able to control their people if they let them have liberty and their Constitutional rights. Her daughter
or grand-daughter that was in High School wasn’t even taught at her school about the U.S. Constitution or even the State
Constitution at all. You would think a public school funded by the Government would teach people about the U.S. Constitution. The
staffer at Rep. Bradley’s office is planning to move out west after his session has expired.

Also another note I like to add was how she confidently said to me how with things the way they are going America is heading for
Nazi Germany and that Rep. Glen Bradley will keep on fighting for Liberty until  his dying breath.

My petition has officially been dubbed worthless and Sara Riggins also mentioned about how my petition is still on state records. So
now instead of the petition being used to stop the NDAA it will highly likely be used as a target list to go after all whom signed my
petition and have them tortured and killed, once my petition is sent to the Department of Homeland Security. I got blisters getting
petition signatures myself and so many people counted on me to do my job but I don’t control the senate nor the House of
Representatives in my state.

We Are Change NC and USWGO will confront Senator Phil Berger on July 9th on his betrayal and get the whole thing on video and
will use hidden spy cameras in the event where the police or the senator demands I stop filming him while I ask him a question to
which his constituents want to know.

How it’s time for the people to decide on whether Sen. Berger shall pay the price for his betrayal and that is voting for his opponent
Bobby Coffer in the 26th NC Senate District.

Anyone whom lives in Rockingham County needs to immediately vote for Senator Phil Berger’s opponent, Bobby Coffer, and show
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him what happens to him for betraying his people. I will immediately call my neighbor which will be kept anonymous and tell her
about the betrayal and all my other neighbors. This is the end of Senator Phil Berger as he won’t be able to serve the next term.

Share and Enjoy:

Buzz this!

Tags: betrayal, betrays, constituents, NC, Nullify NDAA, petition, Phil Berger, Senator
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Call it as I see it on Tue, 19th Jun 2012 10:07 am (Edit)

His last name is BERGER. ‘Nuff said.

NC Senator Phil Berger Refuses to Take Action on Nullify-NDAA, Betrays His Constituents! :
on Tue, 19th Jun 2012 9:52 pm (Edit)

[...] Assembly Senator Philip E. Berger.By Brian D. Hill theintelhub.com June 19, 2012Contributed by
USWGONote: We Are Change NC and USWGO are going to confront Sen. Berger on July 9th 2012
and have his [...]

David on Fri, 6th Jul 2012 4:35 pm (Edit)

I sure hope many of you show up. I will be back on the road Monday. I truck drive for
a living and weekdays are extremely difficult for me to get back and attend. Some
Tuesday nights and Thursdays work depending on if everything goes right. Put

6 Comments on "NC Senator Phil Berger refuses to take action on Nullify-NDAA, betrays his
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Berger’s feet to the fire ..!

USWGO Legal Opinion regarding Sen. Berger's following of Oath of Office | USWGO
Alternative News on Wed, 22nd Aug 2012 2:46 pm (Edit)

[...] that is being reviewed by this public legal opinion is regarding the Nullify-NDAA Petition and the
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